
CYBERMDX TEAMS
WITH MBX TO
DEPLOY MEDICAL
CYBERSECURITY
SOFTWARE FOR 
HOSPITALS 
MBX Simplifies Operations for the IOMT Security Leader

Develop a cost- and performance-optimized 
appliance with multiple variations for reliable 
deployment of medical cybersecurity software in 
a full range of hospital environments

CHALLENGE

Partner with MBX Systems, a specialist in engineering, 
building and supporting hardware systems for complex 
technologies with industry-first tools for point-and-click 
supply chain visibility and management

SOLUTION

         hortly after CyberMDX developed its IOMT security solution for hospitals, the
         company began searching for a contract manufacturer to engineer and build 
sensors to standardize their deployments. The team sought a partner with 
expertise in optimizing hardware designs for complex applications, strong quality 
assurance, build-to-stock inventory management, and value-added services such 
as global certification capabilities. 

A thorough RFP process culminated in the selection of MBX Systems, a specialist 
in custom-designed hardware platforms with credentials including 25 years of 
experience, 99% on-time delivery, 99.6% defect-free assembly and product 
deployments in 155 countries. The relationship has been instrumental in 
helping CyberMDX support disparate customer requirements and broaden its 
reach in the market.

“We knew we needed to provide a consistent way to connect our cloud-based 
core solution to hospital networks, both to eliminate sales barriers and to ensure 
easy problem diagnosis and troubleshooting in the field. That required a partner 
that could not only deliver a reliable solution but also support our brand at every 
touchpoint,” said Dustin Anders, VP of Field Engineering for CyberMDX. “MBX has 
done that and more. They have been a true business partner, helping us create 
positive customer experiences while also simplifying all sensor-related tasks for 
our team.”  

CyberMDX is among the first solution providers in the emerging healthcare cyber 
intelligence space. Its application helps hospitals address the rising risk of 
ransomware and other cyberattacks caused in part by the steadily increasing 
number of connected medical devices in clinical networks. 

The company’s software provides 360° visibility, insight and threat protection 
across all connected hospital technologies to help provide operational 
continuity as well as patient and data safety. Coverage ranges from infusion 
pumps, patient monitors, CT and MRI machines, glucometers, imaging systems 
and ventilators to phones, cameras, docking stations, label printers, switches, 
routers and other medical, IT, OT and IoT endpoints and network devices. 
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MBX Benefits

Consultative engineering 
to optimize hardware 
cost & performance

Component validation for 
device operation and 
reliability

Long-lifecycle design 
with EOL tracking

Software image 
preparation for 
production-ready 
hardware integration

Build-to-stock inventory 
management

Total supply chain 
visibility with MBX Hatch

Global certification & 
trade compliance

Rapid response to 
questions & requests

CYBERMDX



The CyberMDX solution consolidates continuous 
auto-discovery, security alerts, utilization metrics and 
other analytics for all of these devices into a single 
interface to help hospitals combat cyber threats. 
Forrester named CyberMDX as a market leader in The 
Forrester New Wave™: Connected Medical Device 
Security, Q2 2020 report based on factors including the 
application’s architecture, analytics and reporting, 
attack response, and integrations with third-party 
security and IT operations tools.
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In their first meeting with MBX, the CyberMDX team 
shared the general specifications they had identified to 
ensure proper operation of their application. 

Using those specifications and the solution’s 
performance needs as a starting point, MBX 
consultative engineers developed, tested and 
prototyped an optimized platform design with 
validated, long-lifecycle components that trimmed 
overall product costs and yielded better throughput 
than CyberMDX’s proposed configuration. They also 
produced a clone-ready image of CyberMDX software to 
ensure that the application can be reliably loaded onto 
MBX hardware, eliminating a major pain point 
encountered by many ISVs.
 
In addition, MBX engineers developed multiple 
platform variations to accommodate hospitals with 
different bed counts, connected device numbers and 
networking requirements. The final design utilizes the 
same 1U base server with different CPU specs for 
deployments in three size ranges. Other components 
such as network interface cards and SFP transceivers 
change based on customer needs. 

The design process resulted in 66 different platform 
configurations. Separate BOMs were created for each 
variation and stored in MBX Hatch™, an exclusive 
all-in-one toolset merging engineering, manufacturing, 
order management, logistics and system data to 
eliminate the need for multiple phone calls, emails and 
spreadsheets in administering hardware programs. New 
orders can be placed simply by clicking on the BOM that 
matches the customer environment, avoiding the 
delays involved in spec’ing each hospital’s hardware 
individually. 

The upshot, said Anders, is that “MBX simplified the 
process of helping us get the right box and the right 
interface to the customer.” 

Beyond engineering, MBX’s industry-first support 
services have equipped CyberMDX with point-and-click 
visibility into all deployment needs while also providing 
other capabilities not available from any other provider. 
Key MBX services used by CyberMDX include:

Transparency, Time Savings & Global 
Certification

Work-in-progress and shipment tracking 
A few clicks on MBX’s cloud-based Hatch tool 
allows CyberMDX to determine real-time build 
status on the MBX manufacturing floor by work 
center as well as monitor shipments of finished 
appliances in transit.

“MBX not only engineered and built the sensors that we 
use to deliver our cloud-based software in a turnkey 
package, but they also ensure that we get our product 
to customers in a predictable and consistent way that 
also simplifies system support in the field,” Anders said. 
“They are truly an extension of our team.”

Inventory management
MBX not only builds and stocks CyberMDX’s 
requested minimum threshold of finished 
sensors, but also allows the CyberMDX team to 
monitor inventory levels through Hatch with a 
few keystrokes.

Easy traceability of all system information
All data on every CyberMDX system, from 
individual components to license keys, MAC 
addresses, firmware upgrades and more, is 
collected during production by the MBX Forge 
automated test and verification system and 
searchable in Hatch by serial number. 
Components are even traceable by lot.

Global certification and market insights
In addition to providing information on 
global import, power standards and other 
requirements for 195 countries in Hatch, 
MBX is able to design and build platforms 
to international certifications, manage the 
process to obtain those certifications, 
handle international shipping and more. 

Dustin Anders, 
VP of Field Engineering for CyberMDX

MBX not only engineered and built the sensors that we use to deliver our 
cloud-based software in a turnkey package, but they also ensure that we get our 
product to customers in a predictable and consistent way that also simplifies 
system support in the field. They are truly an extension of our team.


